Directions

274 Old North Road, Pokolbin, NSW 2320
Phone 02 6574 7178 mobile 0403 058 564
dejavuestate@me.com

Firstly, thanks for your booking, we know you’ll enjoy your stay at Deja Vu Estate.
Please find attached directions for how to find us.
If you don’t wish to drive on a dirt road read the BOLD writing below.
When you arrive at Deja Vu Estate you’ll see we have installed gates at the main entrance for your privacy,
please call us on 0403 058 564 and we’ll give you the access code that will get you through the gates, they close
automatically behind you when you have driven in.
We have gone to a great deal of expense to install a bitumen road for you, for your safety please drive very slowly,
there are also lots of kangaroos and ducks that may be on or near the road so please drive slowly and use caution.
Kangaroos do A LOT of DAMAGE to your car if you hit them, thanking you in advance.
The gates give you complete privacy and added security. Your villa is at the back of our property and is very
secluded for
you. If you need anything else, restaurant or tours booked - anything - just give us a call.
Please checkin any time from 2.00 PM onwards.
From Sydney - Approximately 2 hours
Take the Sydney Newcastle (M1) Pacific Motorway and head north towards Newcastle. Follow the freeway for about
120 kilometres (1 hour 15 mins), exit the (M1) at the Newcastle Interchange and take the (M15) Hunter Expressway
and follow the (M15) until you reach the Hermitage Road exit (48km).
Do not take the LOVEDALE ROAD or WINE COUNTRY ROAD exits. HERMITAGE ROAD is the 3rd exit.
Signage is not the best - we’ll blame the government for that.
Turn left onto Hermitage Road. This road is marked “Pokolbin & Vineyards”. Continue along Hermitage Road for 3.7
kilometres then left onto Old North Road.
Deja Vu Estate is approximately 2.8 kilometres along Old North Road, on your right hand side.
Remember, if you do get lost, don’t stress, call us on 0403 058 564 and we’ll guide you in the right direction.
Please Note:
Your GPS may suggest a different route but that will involve dirt roads - just stay
on the (M 15) Hunter Expressway until you get to the Hermitage Road exit - this is
NOW the easiest and quickest route.
Unfortunately GPS is slightly out of calibration in Pokolbin and it normally sends
you to 290 instead of 274 Old North Road.
Just look for our large BLACK gates with Deja Vu Estate signage.
From Pacific Highway and Newcastle
Join the Newcastle Interchange and take the (M15) Hunter Expressway and follow the (M15) until you reach the Hermitage Road
exit (48km).
Turn left onto Hermitage Road. This road is marked “Pokolbin & Vineyards”. Continue along Hermitage Road for 3.7 kilometres
then left onto Old North Road. Deja Vu Estate is approximately 2.8 kilometres along Old North Road, on your right hand side.
Remember, if you do get lost, don’t stress, call us on 0403 058 564 and we’ll guide you in the right direction.
From Brisbane - Approximately 9 hours and Upper Hunter - Approximately 1 hour
If you are coming from Brisbane along the New England Highway, continue through Singleton towards Branxton.
Approximately 10 minutes after Singleton, turn right into Hermitage Road. This road is marked “Pokolbin & Vineyards”. Continue
along Hermitage Road for 3.7 kilometres then left onto Old North Road. Deja Vu Estate is approximately 2.8 kilometres along
Old North Road, on your right hand side.

